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Accessories
Crosby Straightpoint’s range of wireless accessories may be used with any Crosby SP wireless loadcells

Wireless Overload Alarm Module

Part Nºs SP SW-OAM Crosby 2789129

This wireless relay module features audio and visual warning indicators. The set point of the unit 

can be triggered from a single or summed group of up to four Crosby SP wireless loadcells. It 

contains two relays (NO and NC). NO is for audio and visual indications, while NC is a spare and 

can be used to control 230V AC / 30VDC 5A systems.

Wireless Scoreboard Display

Part Nºs SP SW-SD Crosby 2789132

This 100mm or 4” scoreboard LED display is wireless and operates between 100-240V AC. The 

numerals are viewable for up to 45m or 150ft, making it perfect for installation on a crane gantry. 

The SW-SD displays an individual load in metric tons or summed load of up to four Crosby 

Straightpoint wireless devices.

Wireless Base Station with Analog Output

Part Nºs SP SW-BS Crosby 2789314

The SW-BS provides a configurable analog output for any single or summed group of up to 4 

loadcells Crosby Straightpoint wireless loadcell and is ideal for integration to a PC, PLC and other 

data acquisition. Housed in a IP65 enclosure, the output can be selected from current 4-20mA, 2 

relay outputs, RS485 ASCII (Configurable) plus an optional CANbus 2.0A or 2.0B output.

Loadcell Transmitter

Part Nºs SP SA700C Crosby 2789097

The SA700C transmitter connects to strain gauge transducers such as loadcells, torque sensors 

and pressure transducers allowing them to form part of a Crosby Straightpoint wireless system.

Load data from the SA700C can be received by multiple receivers that include SW-HHP handheld, 

INSIGHT software or Crosby SP’s range of wireless accessories.

Wall or Cab Mount Bracket

Part Nºs SP SU3282 Crosby 2789228

Constructed from stainless steel and fitted with a viewing angle adjusting mechanism, the SU3282 

bracket fits either the HHP or SW-HHP handheld displays. Ideal for wall or cab mounting, leaving 

the operators to work safely and hands-free.

External Amplifier

Part Nºs SP SA-3420 Crosby 2789096

The SA-3420 external amplifier allows the operator to convert the output of any of the SP cabled 

loadcell products into a three wire 4-20mA analog output. The weatherproof enclosure is fitted with 

stainless steel glands and is suitable for connection to a PLC, data logger, or other instrumentation.

Handheld Rubber Boot

Part Nºs SP SU4045 Crosby 2789232

Drop tested to one meter at –30°C, this 70SHA rubber boot is purpose molded to fit and protect 

the HHP and SW-HHP handheld display against impact, especially when it is used in the harshest 

industrial environments.
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